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INTRODUCTION
At Data Crunch we provide training programs on analytics,
data visualization, and Tableau and work with many L&D
leaders to get this training delivered for their needs.

Since we train people to use data, we analyzed L&D hiring
data and pulled out some insights that would be valuable to
L&D leaders as they seek to get hired or get a raise.
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WHAT THIS STUDY ENTAILS
We analyzed over 200 job posts in the top 30 metro areas in
the United States to discover what companies value most
and what they value least when looking to hire L&D
professionals.

Whether you are starting out in the industry or looking for
areas to make yourself more valuable to your company, this
data will help you chart out a path to get there.

You will learn:
The difference in skills between the top and bottom paid
L&D professionals
The types of companies that pay top dollar vs those that
pay less
The job title of top paid L&D professionals vs those that
pay less
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The highest paying jobs require Leadership
and Management Skills
Software skills are required for the lower
paying jobs

We split job postings up into those jobs
paying greater than $110k per year, jobs
paying between $70k and $110k per year, and
jobs paying less than $70k per year.

We also grouped the skills and qualifications
that these positions required and categorized

52%

of highest paid positions list
leadership-oriented skills

them according to skill type.

We learned:
Different pay grades require different
responsibilities.
Leadership is important.
Software skills are also important, but vary
depending on the level of the position.
Teaching experience is much less
important.
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Most In-Demand Skills for L&D
Professionals by Salary Range

The first important finding is that the highest paying positions demand robust
leadership and management skills. 52% of the skills listed across these jobs were
leadership-oriented skills.

This focus drops substantially as you move down the pay chain, with the mid paying
jobs at 32% and the lowest paying jobs at just 22%.

The opposite trend is true of software skills. The highest paying jobs don’t require a
large portion of specific software expertise (12%), but this need grows by almost three
times that amount for the lowest paying jobs, to 31%. This reflects the types of tasks
you are called on to do in these two different types of jobs.
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Top Skill Groups by Salary Range

Higher paying jobs manage programs, budgets, and learning strategies, while the lower
paying jobs focus on building out content and materials for these programs.

Specificity also plays a role in the pay level of these jobs. Higher paying jobs are less
specific to verticals. As the pay goes down, you are required to have more specific
domain knowledge, likely because these roles are creating or sourcing domain-specific
or software-specific content and materials for the training courses.

Another surprising find is that there is very little mention of actual teaching experience
across any of the pay levels. Apparently, having a background in education doesn’t
provide a significant leg up over your competition.
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The #1 Most Desired Skill per Skills Group
by Salary Range

The highest paying jobs are more focused on talent management and leadership,
while the lower paying jobs are focused on building out courses
and making them engaging via “Instructional Design” and “LMS” systems.
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LEADERSHIP
SKILLS

The leadership and management skills desired for L&D professionals are project
management, communication skills, organizational skills, and time management.

Specific Leadership Skills Ranked
in Order of Importance & Salary

Higher paying
positions
demand more
of these skills
than lower
paying
positions.
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SOFTWARE
SKILLS

Specific Software Skills Ranked
in Order of Importance & Salary

Although the
Microsoft
suite tends to
dominate,
more niche
products like
Adobe
generate
higher
salaries.
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TITLES
We also pulled data to look at
the kinds of titles you would
want to look for when
searching for an L&D job.
Here are the top and lowest
paying job titles.

Comparing Salaries and Titles per Company

Top titles include words like director, global, and senior.
The mid-level jobs have words like manager and supervisor.
Positions at the lowest pay level are more geared towards the words intern,
specialist, assistant, and coordinator.
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HIRING COMPANY
Ranking Industries per Salary Range

The highest paid skills can be found
in companies involved in the
manufacture of medical equipment
or some form of technology.

In the $110k bin for the highest paid
job titles, you will find companies
such as 3Shape, CSL Behring,
Peloton, Synaptics and Convoy
that make and sell technologies.

In the mid pay range (e.g. $70k$110k), companies in the financial
services, healthcare and technology
dominate.

The lesser paid job titles show a
similar trend as the mid salary
range.
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CONCLUSION
There

are

many

opportunities

across

the

country

for

people

interested in advancing their L&D careers.The data shown above will help
you target the right salary band that works for your skills and what you are hoping
to achieve.

It also helps you know the types of skills to be developing or

highlighting in your annual performance reviews or in job interviews.
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WHO WE ARE
If you have any questions about the data or would like us to look further into specific
questions you have that would be helpful to you on your journey, please let us know.

And, if you’d like help in training the people within your company on analytics,
data visualization, or Tableau or Power BI, please contact us!

https://datacrunchcorp.com

Anna Foard
404-771-5181
anna@datacrunchcorp.com

We provide onsite group training programs covering Tableau, Power BI, data storytelling, and
basic statistics and modeling.
Our classes can be used separately, or as part of a larger program to bring employees up to
speed with all the core data skills they need to make a meaningful and significant impact to your
company.
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